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Introduction 
In this paper we are concerned with the relation between linkage (liaison) and 
some notions from deformation theory, such as rigidity, the number of generators 
of the normal module, or smoothability. 
Let for simplicity P = k[[X] ] be a formal power series ring in finitely many 
variables over a field of characteristic zero, let I be a perfect P-ideal, and let J be 
geometrically linked to I with respect to a regular sequence a. We give upper and 
lower bounds for the number of generators of the normal module Homp(J, P/J) in 
terms of the number of generators of Horn&P/I) (Theorem 1.4), and use this 
result to compute the number of generators of Homp(J, P/J) under the assumption 
that P/I is nonobstructed and aC XI (Theorem 1.9). As an application one obtains 
a new proof of a known formula for the number of generators for the normal 
module of grade two perfect ideals (Corollary 1.10, see also [3]). 
The motivation for these investigations is given by the following observation 
(Remark 1.3, see also [3]): Whereas rigidity is not preserved under arbitrary links, 
it was shown in [7] that a ‘generic’ link of a rigid algebra is again rigid, and it is 
the number of generators of the normal module that determines by how many 
hypersurfaces one can cut a generic link and still preserve rigidity. 
In the second chapter we give an easy algebraic proof of a result which was 
originally shown by Hironaka [5]: Let I and J be two perfect ideals in P= k[[X]] 
which belong to the same linkage class, and let ~13 be an integer. Then P/I is 
smoothable in codimension s if and only if P/J has the same property (Theorem 
2.1). As an application one concludes that any rigid algebra in the linkage class of 
a complete intersection satisfies Serre’s condition (R,) (Corollary 2.3). 
Throughout the paper we use the following notations and conventions: 
Let I be an ideal in a local Cohen-Macaulay ring P. Then I is called 
Cohen-Macaulay if P/I is a Cohen-Macaulay ring, and I is called perfect if I is 
Cohen-Macaulay and has finite projective dimension. We say that I is generically a 
complete intersection if Z4 is generated by a P,-regular sequence for all prime ideals 
q in Ass(P/I). By N(Z) we denote the normal module Horn& P/I). 
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Let R be a Noetherian local ring and let A4 be a finitely generated R-module. Then 
v(M) denotes the minimal number of generators of M, r(R) the Gorenstein type of 
R (in case R is Cohen-Macaulay), and OR the canonical module of R (provided the 
canonical module exists). 
We now list some definitions and properties of linkage which can be found in 
[lo]. Let I and J be two proper ideals in a local Gorenstein ring P. Then I and J 
(P/I and P/J) are said to be linked if there exists a regular sequence aCIfl J such 
that J= (a) : I and I= (a) : J. The linkage class of an ideal I is the set of all P-ideals 
which can be obtained from I by a finite sequence of links. I and J are said to be 
geometrically finked if I and J are linked and have no common components. 
It follows immediately from the definition that two linked ideals I and J are un- 
mixed with grade(I) = grade(J) = grade(a). Moreover, if I and J are geometrically 
linked with respect to Q, then I4 = (a), for q EAss(P/I), and Jp = (a& for p E 
Ass(P/J); in particular, I and J are generically complete intersections, and 
In J=(a). 
It was shown in [lo] that for an unmixed ideal I of grade g and a regular sequence 
a=a1, . . . . asC I, the ideals J=(a): I and I are linked, and that J is Cohen- 
Macaulay (or perfect) if and only if I is Cohen-Macaulay (or perfect). In that case 
J/(a) z CU~/~. 
Let P = k[[X]] be a power series ring over a field k, let I be a P-ideal, and set 
R=P/I. By T(-, -) and T’(-, -) we denote the lower and upper cotangent func- 
tors (for definitions and basic properties we refer to [8]). Then T,(R/k, R) is the 
universally finite module of k-differentials Qk(R), T’(R/k, R) is the module of k- 
derivations Derk(R, R), and T1 (R/P, R) is the normal module N(I), which describes 
the k-vector space of first-order infinitesimal deformations of R over k. T’(R/k, R) 
corresponds to the space of isomorphism classes of first-order infinitesimal defor- 
mations of R over k, and T’(R/k, R) contains the obstructions for lifting in- 
finitesimal deformations of R. Therefore R is called rigid over k if T’(R/k, R) = 0 
and nonobstructed if T2(R/k, R) = 0. In case I is generically a complete intersection 
and perfect, R is said to be strongly nonobstructed if I/12@R WR is Cohen- 
Macaulay [3]. 
If R is strongly nonobstructed, then R is nonobstructed [3]. There exists a natural 
embedding Ext#/12, R&T2(R/k, R), which is an isomorphism whenever I is 
generically a complete intersection [8]. We will use the following property of a rigid 
k-algebra R: Let I? be a formal deformation of R over k, i.e., let R be a factor ring 
of a power series ring over k, and let a be an R-regular sequence such that R/(a) s R; 
then R is isomorphic to a formal power series ring over R. 
1. Linkage, rigidity, and the normal module 
In the ring C[[X, Y]], the ideals (X) and (Y2-X3) are linked, but whereas 
C[[X, Y]]/(X) is rigid, C[[X, Y]]/(Y2-X3) is not rigid. Although this example 
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shows that arbitrary links do not preserve rigidity., it holds true that a ‘semigeneric’ 
link of a rigid algebra is again rigid: 
Theorem 1.1 (A. Kustin, M. Miller [7,4.2]). Let P= k[[X]] be a formalpower series 
ring over a field k, and let I be a perfect P-ideal of grade g such that P/I is rigid 
over k. 
Fix a sequence f = f 1, . . . , fc of generators of I and an integer t with 0 I t I g, let 
Y be a g x (E - t) matrix of indeterminates, set Q = P[[Y]], let A be the g x E matrix 
and assume that (a)’ = A(f )’ is a Q-regular sequence. 
Set J= (a) : QI. Then Q/J is rigid over k. 
We are interested in the question, how many of the indeterminates Y in Theorem 
1.1 can be deleted, i.e., by how many hypersurfaces one can cut the generic link and 
still preserve its rigidity. To formalize this problem we give the following definition: 
Definition 1.2. Let P = k[[X]] be a power series ring over an algebraically closed 
field k of characteristic zero, and let Z be a perfect P-ideal such that R = P/I is rigid 
over k. 
By rl(R) we denote the smallest possible dimension of an algebra S with the 
following properties: 
(i) S= Q/J, where Q=k[[Z]]; 
(ii) S is rigid over k, 
(iii) for suitable sets of indeterminates 2’ over P, and X’ over Q with P[[Z’]] = 
T= Q[[X’]], the ideals TI and TJ are linked. 
The following remark, which is based on an observation in [3], relates rl(R) to 
the number of generators of one particular normal module. 
Remark 1.3. In addition to the assumptions and notations of 1.2, let f = f, , . . . , f, be 
a sequence of generators of I, let Y be a g x e matrix of indeterminates, and set 
P’ = P(Y), (a)’ = Y(f)‘, and I’= (a) : P’I. Then 
rl(R) = v(N(I’)) - g. 
Proof. Let Q = k[[Z]], let S = Q/J be a rigid k-algebra satisfying the assumptions 
in 1.2, and let j?=/It, . . . . S, be a regular sequence in P[[Z’]] = T= Q[[X’]] defining 
the link between TZ and TJ. We have to show that dim S> v(N(I’)) -g. 
There exists a g x E matrix B = (b$ with entries in T such that (/3)‘= B(f)‘. Now 
let a be the T[Y]-regular sequence xj - b,, and consider the ideal q = (2, X’, a). Set 
P” = (T[Y],j, I” = (a) : P”I, and R” = P”/I”. Obviously v(N(Z”)) 1 v(N(I’)). Let 
71: P”-+Q be the reduction modulo the regular sequence c = a, x’; then n(a) =/I, and 
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it follows from [6, 2.121, that c is an R”-regular sequence with R”/(c)nS. Because 
S is rigid over k, we conclude that R” is a power series ring over S, and therefore 
v(N( J)) = v(N(I”)) I v(N(I’)). 
By the definition of rigidity there is an exact sequence 
O-+Derk(S, S)+Der,(Q, S)+N(J)-+O 
where Derk(Q, S)=S dim Q Therefore dim Q 1 v(Iv(J)) and hence . 
dim S r v(N( J)) - g L v(N(I’)) - g. 
Thus we have shown that rl(R)z v(N(I’)) -g. 
Now set P”‘= P[ Y], and I”= (a) : P’“I. Because N(I’) =N(Z”‘)@k~yl k(Y), there 
exists a clo_sed point m in Spec k[Y] such that v(N(I’)) = v(IV(I”)@~[~~ k[Y],). We 
set P”= POk (k[Y],), I”= P”I”‘, and R”= P”/I”. P” is a power series ring over k, 
v(N(I”)) = v(N(I’)) (by construction), and R” is rigid over k (by Theorem 1.1). As 
in [3, proof of 2.31, one now uses a result by Lipman [9, Theorem 21 to conclude 
that R” is a power series ring over some rigid k-algebra S= Q/J, where Q= k[[Z]] 
and dim Q = v(N(I”)). Therefore dim S = v(ZV(I’)) - g. Cl 
Remark 1.3 is a motivation though not the only reason for studying the number 
of generators of normal modules. 
Theorem 1.4. Let P be a local Gorenstein ring, let I be a Cohen-Macaulay P-ideal 
of grade g, set R = P/I, and let J be geometrically linked to I with respect to a regular 
sequence a. Then 
v(N(1)) -g r(R) 5 v(N( J)) I v(N(I)) + g v(I/(a)). 
Proof. We set K = (a), T= P/K, and S = P/J. Tensoring the exact sequence 
with BP T, one obtains an exact sequence 
O-+K@pR-+I@pT~~s+O. 
Dualizing with respect to T, yields 
(1) 
(2) 
O-+ HomT(os, T) + Horn#& T, T) + HomT(K@p R, T) 
--* Ext ;(os, T) --) Ext ;(I@ T, T) --) Ext ;(K BP R, T). (3) 
Here Kap R z K/K’&- R s Rg. Therefore Homr(K@,= R, T)= Homr(Rg, T) = co:, 
and because c~)s and K&R are Cohen-Macaulay T-modules of maximal dimen- 
sion, it follows that Exti(os, T) = 0 and Exti(K@, R, T) = 0. Hence (3) yields 
Ext;(l@, T, T) = 0, (4) 
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and an exact sequence 
O--,Homr(os, T)+Homr(Z& T, T)*wi-+O. 
On the other hand, we consider the exact sequence 
O+cos-+T-+R-+O. 
Applying Homr(Z& T, -) to (6), and using (4) one obtains 
(5) 
(6) 
O-, Homr(Z& T, os) z Homr(Z@ T, T)-+ HomT(Z@p T, R) 
+ Ext ;(Z@, T, coos) --) 0. (7) 
We now show that in (5) and (7), ker @ cim w. 
If f~ Hoq(I, T) = Homr(Z& T, T) with @(f) = 0, then f(K) = 0, hence Jf(Z) = 
f(JZ) = 0, and therefore f(Z) C (K : J)/K = Z/K, which means that f~ im w. 
AS ker $J C im .v we may combine (5) and (7) to obtain an exact sequence 
cu:A Homr(Z& T, R) -+ Ext~(Z& T, as) + 0. (8) 
By counting ranks of the R-modules in (8) one can easily see that ker x is an R- 
torsion module and hence trivial. Therefore 
0 + ai + Homr(Z& T, Z?) + Ext :(Z& T, us) + 0 (9) 
is exact. 
We now keep in mind that os = Horn+, T) and consider the spectral sequence 
Z$j = Extk(TorT(Z@P T, S), T) 7 Ext’,+j(ZO, T, Homr(S, T)). 
Because Torr(Z@p T, S), = 0 for any q E Ass(T) it follows that Et’ = 0 and hence 
Exti(Z@, T, Horn=@, T)) a&‘, which means 
Ext :(Z& T, 0s) = Ext ;(Z/ZJ, T). (10) 
Using the exact sequence 
O-+K/ZJ-,Z/ZJ+Z/K-,O W) 
and the fact that Z/K=cos is Cohen-Macaulay, it follows that 
Ext;(Z/ZJ, T) = Ext;(K/ZJ, T). (12) 
Combining (9), (lo), and (12), we obtain an exact sequence 
O-t~;+N(Z)+Ext;(K/ZJ, T)+O, 
and by symmetry 
(13) 
O-,c$+V(J)+Ext;(K/ZJ, T)+O. (14) 
The claim now follows from (13) and (14), keeping in mind that as =Z/K and 
v(o& = r(R). Cl 
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The following example illustrates that the upper and lower bound in the estimate 
of Theorem 1.4 may be realized. 
Example 1.5. Set P= C[[X]], m = (X), let Z be a perfect P-ideal of grade g = 2 which 
is generically a complete intersection, and set R = P/Z. Then v(N(Z)) = v(Z)* - v(Z) 
(Corollary 1.10, or [3, 3.2]), and r(R) = v(Z) - 1. Let J be geometrically linked to Z 
with respect to a = a,, a*. By the above remarks it is easy to see that 
(i) v(N)) = v(NZ)) - g r(P), if aI $mZ and az$rnZ, 
(ii) v(N)) = v(N(I)), if a1 $ ml and a2 E ml, 
(iii) v(N(J)) = v@!(Z)) + g v(Z/(a)), if a C mZ. 
We now return to the setting of 1.3. Although 1.5 shows that Theorem 1.4 pro- 
vides the best possible general bounds for the normal module of a link, it might still 
be true that for the particular link Z’, v(ZV(Z’)) I v(N(Z)), and hence rl(R) I dim R. At 
least in the case of Gorenstein singularities, this estimate would imply a conjecture 
by R. Berger [l] saying that the module of differentials of a reduced curve singu- 
larity over a perfect field has nontrivial torsion, or - equivalently - that there are 
no rigid curve singularities. 
So far, we only know the following estimate: In the setting of 1.3, the exact 
sequence 
0 + Derk(R, Z?) -+ Derk(P, Z?) + IV(Z) -+ 0 
implies that v(N(Z)) 5 dim P = g + dim R. Therefore Theorem 1.4 combined with 1.3 
yields the inequality rl(Z?) I dim R + g v(Z) -g*, which is also implied by 1.1. 
We will now use Theorem 1.4 to compute the number of generators of certain 
normal modules. 
Lemma 1.6. Let P= k[[X]] be a power series ring over a field k, let Z be a P-ideal, 
and assume that R = P/Z is nonobstructed. Let P= k[[Z]], let f be a p-ideal, set 
Z?=p/x and let a=a , , . . . , a, be an R-regular sequence in P such that p/(a) G P and 
R”/(a) z R. 
Then the natural homomorphism @ : N(r)@ R -+ N(Z) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. We first assume that s = 1 and hence a = a. For this case we show that R” is 
nonobstructed and that $J is an isomorphism. 
The exact sequence 
induces an exact sequence 
T*(&k, Z?) -% T*(R’/k, Z?) + T*(Z?/k, R). (2) 
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By a Zariski sequence it follows as in the proof of 3.1 in [4] that 
T’(l?/k, R) s T2(l?/k[[a]J, R) 2 T2(R/k, R) = 0. 
Using Nakayama’s Lemma we then conclude from (2) that T2(l?/k,@ = 0 and 
hence 
Ext;@/p, RI) = 0. (3) 
Now (1) and (3) yield an exact sequence 
o-N(fp+N(f) -+N(I)-,O 
which implies that @ is an isomorphism in the case s= 1. 
We now use induction on s to show that @ is an isomorphism in the general case. 
Let s > 1, and set P’ = p/(a I,...,aS_l), let I’ be the image of I’in P’, and set 
R’=P’/I’. Because R = R’/(a,), the above arguments show that R’ is non- 
obstructed, and hence it follows by the induction hypothesis that the natural homo- 
morphism N(r) 02 R’ +N(I’) is an isomorphism. On the other hand, the natural 
map N(I’)@,# R -,N(I) is also an isomorphism. Now the claim follows easily. 0 
Lemma 1.7. Let R = P/I be a k-algebra satisfying the assumptions of 1.6. Then there 
exists an algebra I? = p/r with P= k([Z]], such that I? is rigid over k, and p/(a) s P, 
l?/(a) z R for some R-regular sequence a in p. 
Proof. J. Herzog shows this result under the stronger assumption that R is reduced 
and strongly nonobstructed [3, 2.3.b]. In the proof however, one only needs that 
the natural map @ : IV(f)@ R +N(Z) is an isomorphism, which follows in our case 
from Lemma 1.6. Cl 
A similar version of the following lemma for the analogue case of ‘general 
(Gorenstein) double links’ is proved in [7, Theorem 7.111. 
Lemma 1.8. Let P= k[[X]] be a power series ring over a field k of characteristic 
zero, let I be a perfect ideal of grade g with v(N(I)) = dim P, and assume that R = P/I 
is rigid over k. Let f = fi, . . . , f, be a sequence of minimal generators of I, let Y be 
a g x e matrix of indeterminates over P, set Q = P[ [Y]], (a)* = Y( f )*, and J= (a) : I. 
Then 
WY J)) = WW) + 8 VW. 
Proof. Set S = Q/J. We first assign a grading to Q = k[[X, Y]] by setting deg X= 0, 
and deg Y = 1. Then the minimal generators f of I are homogeneous of degree zero, 
and a are homogeneous of degree one. Let K. = K.(a, Q) be the (homogeneous) 
Koszul complex, let F. be a (homogeneous) minimal free Q-resolution of Q/Q1, and 
consider the morphism u : K. -+F. of (homogeneous) complexes lifting the embed- 
ding (a)GQI. Then the dualized mapping cone C(u)* is a homogeneous Q- 
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resolution of S [lo, 2.61, and it is easy to conclude that S has a homogeneous presen- 
tation of the form 
Q<-l)g@Q(-g)r+Q-+S+O. (1) 
where CII are the only generators of J in degree one. 
We now set n=v(N(I)). Then P =k[[Xi ,..., X,]], and Q=k[[X, ,..., X,,Y]]. Let 
mf or mQ be the maximal ideals of P or Q respectively. 
As S is rigid over k (Theorem 1 .l), there exists an exact sequence 
O* Derk(S, S) -+ Derk(Q, S) -+ N( J) -+ 0, 
where 
Derk(Q, S) = 6 S a i=, ax. @ Q S $=Sn+@. 
II 11 1 iI 
To conclude that v(lv( J)) = n + g&, it suffices to prove that Der#, S)C 
mQDerk(Q, S) (for similar arguments we refer to [7, 7.111). 
Consider 8~ Derk(S, S)C Derk(Q, S), and any lifting 6 of 8 in Derk(Q, Q), then 
6(J) C J. Therefore 
Wj) = i QX.0 + i H( $1) E J. (2) 
I= I /=I 
Now it is clear from degree considerations using (1) and (2) that a( 5,) E mQ. It re- 
mains to show that S(Xj) E mQ. 
As a are the only generators of J in degree one (see (l)), it follows from (2) that 
6(fJ E QI+ (Y). Let i : P-Q be the natural embedding, and let 71: Q+P be the 
projection with n(Y)= 0; then S’ = R 0 6 0 i is an element in Der@,P) with 
s’(1) C I, hence inducing a derivation p E Der& R). Now suppose that for some i, 
S(Xi)e mQ9 then S’(Xi) @mp, and F$m,Der#,R). In this case, the exact 
sequence 
0 + Der,#?, R) --+ Derk(P, R) + N(I) + 0 
would imply that v(lv(I)) < dim P= n, which yields a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 1.9. Let P= k[[X]] be a power series ring over a field k of characteristic 
zero, set m = (X), let I be a perfect P-ideal of grade g which is generically a complete 
intersection, and assume that R = P/I is nonobstructed. Let a = CY~, . . . , ag c ml be a 
regular sequence such that J= (a) : I is generically a complete intersection. Then 
W(J)) = v(W)) + g v(Z). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.7, there exists a power series ring P over k, and a p-idea1.l 
such that RE p/r is rigid over k, and p/(a) z P, l?/(a) E R for some R-regular se- 
quence a in F. 
Set E = v(l) = y(r), let r=_J, . . . , YE be a minimal sequence of generators of r”, and 
let f be the image off in I. Then there exists a g x E matrix A with entries in m such 
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that ((r)’ = A(f)‘. Let Y be a g x E matrix of indeterminates over P, set Q = P[[Y]], 
(a)’ = Y(j)‘, J’= (ti) : Q& s= Q/J, and S = P/J. Let II : Q *P be the local homomor- 
phism of P-algebras with z(a)=0 and n(Y) =A; then ker 71 is generated by a Q- 
regular sequence c. Obviously n(a) = a, and therefore by [6, 2.121, c is a $ regular 
sequence with g/(c) E S. 
Because I and J are generically complete intersections in the same linkage class, 
and R is nonobstructed, it follows from [2], that also S is nonobstructed. Then 
Lemma 1.6 implies that N(J)&SZN(J), and also that N(r)@,-R=N(I). There- 
fore it suffices to prove v(N(J)) = v(N(f)) + giz. 
f-is generically a complete intersection and & is a ‘generic’ regular sequence in 1 
Therefore (Qr>, = (d), for all q E Ass(Q/Qr), and hence Qrand Jare geometrically 
linked. But then Theorem 1.4 implies v(N(J)) I v(N(r)) + gs. 
Hence it suffices to prove that v(N(J))z v(N(T)) +gs. 
Again, we now use the fact [3, proof of 2.31 that a rigid k-algebra R=P/ris 
a power series ring of the form RI= T[[Z]], where P=k[[X,, . . ..X.,,Z]], T= 
WX,,..., X,]]/K for some ideal K, and n = v(N(K)) = v(N(r)). Consider the P- 
ideal q=(X,, . . . , X,). Since T is rigid over k, (&)^ is rigid over kO = k((Z)). More- 
over 
W((J)A)) = VW)), v((&i) = v(0), 
and v(N((P~)~[[Y]]J))Iv(N(J)). Therefore we may replace P= k[[X,, . . . . X,,Z]] 
and Q= k[[X, , . . . , X,,Z, Y]] by k,[[Xl, . . . , X,]] and kO[[X1,‘... , X,, Y]] respective- 
ly, in order to assume that v(N(f)) = n. Then the claim follows by Lemma 1.8. Cl 
Similar versions of the following two applications have been proved in [3] by 
using different methods [3, 3.2 and 3.41. 
Corollary 1.10. Let P = k[ [Xl] be a power series ring over afield k of characteristic 
zero, and let I be a perfect P-ideal of grade 2 which is generically a complete in- 
tersection, Then 
v(N(Z)) = v(r)2 - v(1). 
Proof. It is well known [lo, 3.31 that Z is obtained from a complete intersection by 
a series of v(Z) - 2 links which satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.9. 0 
Example 1.11. Let P = k[[X]] be a power series ring over a field k of characteristic 
zero, let m be the maximal ideal of P, let f = fi , . . . , fg be a P-regular sequence, let 
A be a g x g matrix with entries in P, let ii be the reduction of A module m, and 
set t = rankk A <g. We assume that (a)’ = A( f )’ form a regular sequence and that 
I= (f, det A) is generically a complete intersection. Then 
v(N(I)) = (g - t)2 + g. 
Proof. By applying a deformation which does not change any of the assumptions 
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we may assume that f= Xr , . . . , X, is part of a regular system of parameters for P, 
and also that 
A=(-+-/+) 
where B is a (g - t) x (g - t) matrix with entries in m. As Z= (Xr , . . . , Xg, det B), we 
may reduce modulo the ideal (Xi, . . . , X,) to assume that all entries of B are in m. 
Set P= P/(X,, . . . , X,), l=Z/(X,, . . . , X,), x=X1+,, . . . , Xg, and (di)‘=B(x)‘. It is 
well known that T and (X) are linked in P with respect to the regular sequence 
d. Now it follows by Theorem 1.9 that v(N(T)) =g- t + (g - t)2, and therefore 
v(N(Z)) = v(N(1)) + t = (g - t)2 + g. cl 
2. Linkage and smoothability 
Let R be a factor ring of a power series ring over a field k, and let s be an integer. 
R is called smoothable in codimension s, if there exists a factor ring Z? of a power 
series ring over k, such that Z? is a formal deformation of R (i.e., l?/(a) = R for some 
p-regular sequence a), and Z? satisfies Serre’s condition (R,) (i.e., Z?* is regular for 
all prime ideals q with dim & 5 s). 
We now give a simple algebraic proof of a result which would also follow from 
the work of Hironaka [S]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let P= k[[X]] be a power series ring over afield k, let Zand J be two 
perfect P-ideals in the same linkage class, set R = P/Z and S = P/J, and let SC 3 be 
an integer. Then R is smoothable in codimension s if and only if S is smoothable 
in codimension s. 
Proof. We may assume that Z and J are linked in one step with respect to a regular 
sequence a=crl,...,a,. 
Suppose that R is smoothable in codimension s. Then there exists a power series 
ring P= k[ [Z]], and a p-ideal [ such that R’ = p/r satisfies (R,), and P = p/(a), 
R = R/(a) for some R-regular sequence a in p. Let f=&, . . . ,$E be a sequence of 
generators of z let f be the image of 1 in Z, let A = (au) be a g x E matrix with en- 
tries in P such that (a)‘= A(f )‘, let Y = (KY) be a g x E matrix of indeterminates 
over P, and set (d )’ = Y(f)‘, and J=(a) : I?[Y]fcP[Y]. As ~13, it follows by [6, 
2.91, that the ‘generic’ link p[Y]/J of R also satisfies (R,). Now let b be the P[Y ]- 
regular sequence qj - au and set Q = (p[Y]tz,b,)A. Then s= Q/QJstill satisfies (R,). 
Let 71: Q -,P be the reduction modulo the Q-regular sequence c = b, a, then n(d) = a, 
and therefore c is an g-regular sequence with g/(c)~S [6, 2.121. Hence S is 
smoothable in codimension s. Cl 
Corollary 2.2. Let P= k[[X]] be a power series ring over afield k, let Z be a P-ideal 
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in the linkage class of a complete intersection, and set R = P/I. Then R is smooth- 
able in codimension 3. 
Corollary 2.3. In addition to the hypotheses of Corollary 2.2, assume that R is rigid 
over k. Then R satisfies (R3). 
Example 2.4. Let P= k[[X]] be a power series ring over a field k, let I be a perfect 
P-ideal of grade 3, generated by 4 elements, and set R = P/I. Then R is smoothable 
in codimension 3. 
Proof. I is linked to a Gorenstein ideal of grade 3, which is known to be in the 
linkzge class of a complete intersecton [l 11. Cl 
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